May 1-3 / Toronto Sheraton Centre

GLOBAL DEEP LEARNING LAB 2017

BE A PART OF THE ACTION:

engage the world
change the world

Join innovative educators, dedicated partners and thought leaders to explore and celebrate progress in deep learning.

Like forging new educational neuropaths, we will engage in deep dialogue, embrace innovation, and link up our learning. Bring your team to see deep learning from various global perspectives. Dive into a collaborative task moderation and experience powerful learning. Experience rich examples from teachers on the ground. Watch in awe as our students demonstrate learning without limits.

May 1–2 — DEEP LEARNING LAB
We welcome educators, leaders, partners, students, and parents.

May 3 — Members of NPDL will continue collaborating.

NPDL GLOBAL DIRECTORS:
JOANNE QUINN, MICHAEL FULLAN, JOANNE MCEACHEN

New Pedagogies for Deep Learning™
A GLOBAL PARTNERSHIP
Michael Fullan and Joanne Quinn will co-facilitate an interactive session nudging us to take deep learning to a coherent headspace. Their session will provide practical tools and collaborative opportunities for team reflection on whole system change.

Daan Roosegaarde
This Dutch artist, designer, innovator and provocateur explores the dynamic relationships among technology, space and people. His thinking will push ours.

Alan November
Alan November’s passion for teaching, learning and technology will poke us out of digital complacency. With humour, expertise and insight he will inspire us all to take a leadership role in deep learning.

Hannah Alper
Be prepared to be blown away when 13 year old Hannah Alper steps up to share how she is changing the world. If you ever wondered whether meaningful relationships and rich learning opportunities can truly liberate youth agency, witness this for yourself.

More information and registration here: https://npdl2017.eventsmart.com
CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

Insight Sessions
New Pedagogies for Deep Learning thrives because there are no passengers.

In many corners of the world there are thoughtful professionals stepping out of convention and making a real difference with deep learning. Come and hear their stories and insights and then apply those insights to your own context. The Four Elements of Deep Learning (Pedagogical Practices, Learning Partnerships, Learning Environments and Leveraging Digital) will serve as a common framework for these concurrent sessions.

New to NPDL?
Dive into New Pedagogies for Deep Learning

- Attend foundational sessions facilitated by our implementation pioneers that will focus on the “why, what and how” of New Pedagogies for Deep Learning.
- Join the global leadership team, Joanne McEachen, Joanne Quinn and Michael Fullan, for a newcomers’ lunch and an opportunity to share thinking, ask questions, and hear more about what is happening around the world.

Social Media and Digital Resources
Connect with twitter and interact with new colleagues from around the world. Our PowerPoints will be made available to accelerate your conference experience. Your agenda and resources will guide you through the conference.

Meals and Cocktail Reception
A continental breakfast and lunch is served each day. At registration, please indicate specific dietary preferences and needs. Join us for a reception on May 1 directly following the conference and network with others in a relaxed atmosphere.

www.npdl.global info@npdl.global
Collaboratory

Got a knotty problem that needs some critical and creative minds to tackle?

NPDL members can contribute a problem of practice in advance of the conference. Then, facilitators will provide a practical protocol to engage the group in problem solving with others.

Collaborative Moderation Sessions

Dig in to explore a rich task with others and sharpen your understanding of learning design, execution and assessment.

This robust professional learning strategy uses a guided protocol and explicit norms to allow a team to examine an instructional task using the four elements of New Pedagogies for Deep Learning as a frame of reference. Teams consider the evidence they see and propose suggestions for enhancing the task. No matter what role you hold in the educational system, this session will stretch your understanding of good pedagogy and deep learning.

May 1-2
NPDL Non-member
US$895

May 1-3
NPDL Members Only on May 3
NPDL Members
US$695

Making Connections

• Here is an opportunity to process and consolidate the learning of the past two days with colleagues from around the globe. Consider what you have taken in and how you can apply it to your contexts. What's learning worth if it's not put toward action?

More information and registration here: https://npdl2017.eventsmart.com